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Theatre
Theatre is a versatile collection of patient room casegoods 

ranging from traditional to transitional, crafted to support 

the needs of patients, families and caregivers within 

one line.  Theatre offers many standard built in features 

and optional upgrades that enhance the beauty and 

performance of the patient room.  The ability to choose 

base rails, drawer and door fronts, edges, and hardware 

provide design options tailored to each project. Theatre 

scales the spectrum of healthcare design to create the 

optimal patient care experience.  
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Bedside cabinet with single drawer and open 

storage underneath.

Three drawer dresser featuring grip pulls, 

radius drawer front and tapered wood feet. 
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Bedside cabinet with framed drawer and door 

fronts.  Gallery rails protect belongings from 

falling off cabinet top, while casters support 

easy mobility.

Single flat front door storage wardrobe with 

adjustable shelf and hanging bar inside.
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Bedside cabinet featuring silver framed door/

flat drawer with Oyster Linen insert.  Floating 

solid surface top with spill groove contains 

liquid spills  for easy  clean up.

Headboards and Footboards avaiable in 

matching finishes and laminates to give patient 

spaces a cohesive feel.  
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Options

grip nickel pullforte nickel pull

white acrylic ivory taipei pearl milan

square base rail classic base railpoint base rail arc base rail

framed front door/ drawer
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straight base rail

flat front door/ drawer radius front door/ drawer silver framed door/ flat front drawer

tapered wood leg straight metal leg concealed locking casterstapered metal leg exposed locking casters

era black pullduet black pullbullet black pull

cathedral base rail

oyster linensilver spun

era nickel pullbullet nickel pull duet nickel pull

forte black pull grip black pull

door / drawer front options

base rail options

leg options

pull options

framed door & silver framed door insert options

caster options

*Refer to pricebook for other available options.
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